Expert bold prediction: Gold fell $500 fear

Original title [Expert bold prediction: Gold fear fell by $500]

Prolific author of Duke University finance professor Campbell Harvey Monday (July 15), said the long-term price of gold will drop to $800 / oz bottom, is about from the current $1,294 / oz level and then fell about $500. Harvey said in an interview that the observed performance of over 2,500 years of history, the actual gold price (inflation-adjusted nominal prices) has been maintained at roughly the same level. He said: "The current gold price is far above average." He hinted that in the long term, gold will be pulled back to about $800 U.S. dollars / ounce level.

Harvey early as June last year, said in a report $800 / oz gold is a reasonable price. However, in the context of the time, this pessimism also many people scoff, but this year the price of gold drop bear, so the theory of Professor Harvey again by outside attention. Harvey said: "Historically, gold prices fell to an average of not only price, but also below that level, the ensuing rebound, so the price of gold may fall below 800 U.S. dollars / ounce, while in recent history, gold has located more low level." Harvey stressed: "I am not saying that day there will be the situation, the time period of 10 to 15 years, and the current one has entered this cycle."

He believes that, compared to the supply side, the price of gold investment speculation who should focus on the level of demand, he claims, demands persistent "surprising." China Bureau of Statistics data released Monday show that China's second-quarter gross domestic product (GDP) growth slowed to 7.5% year on year, highlighting the downside risks facing the economy, which may indicate demand for gold will decline. Harvey said: "China has strong demand for gold, the economic slowdown means that the country's demand for gold will fall."
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